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Christmas Format Numbers Continue To Impress. The Christmas format supremacy in Nielsen’s holiday ratings survey 
cannot be overstated, with the format ranking first in 11 of 12 PPM market reports released yesterday. Double-digit 6+ shares 
were the norm, as were declining ratings at non-holiday stations. Many Santa stations doubled their December numbers 
and, more often than not, exceeded their Holiday 2014 performance. All-Yule ranked No. 1 in Baltimore, Boston, Denver, 
Detroit, Minneapolis, Phoenix, Seattle, San Diego, St. Louis, Tampa and Washington, DC during the survey, which covers 
Dec. 3-Dec. 30. With a 16.5, iHeartMedia classic hits “Kool 108” KQQL Minneapolis and AC sister KESZ Phoenix tied for 
the highest 6+ share of any Christmas station so far in the Holiday 2015 survey. KQQL almost doubled its December share 
and nearly equaled the combined share of the next three highest-rated stations in the market. While most of Baltimore’s top 
10 had depressed ratings in the survey, CBS Radio AC “Today’s 101.9” WLIF grew six shares from the December survey 
(9.1-15.0), posting more than twice the share of Radio One’s second-place urban “92-Q” WERQ-FM. In Boston, Greater 
Media AC “Magic 106.7” WMJX charged 8.0-14.8 for a third consecutive No. 1 finish. Bonneville AC KOSI Denver also racked 
up double digits, skating 6.1-11.7, with a larger share than the second- and third-rated stations combined. The format also 
netted more than a 21 share across two stations in Detroit: iHeartMedia AC WNIC tore 8.0-14.6 while CBS Radio classic 
hits WOMC slipped 7.2-6.9. Success All Over the Map—The format killed in Seattle, Tampa and St. Louis as well; for 
the full report, go to InsideRadio.com.

Bubba Request for More Time Shot Down By Judge. In what should be a minor legal setback for Bubba The Love 
Sponge (Todd Clem), a federal court has denied a motion by his attorneys seeking additional time to file more comments 
to convince the court to toss Nielsen’s $1 million amended lawsuit against the syndicated morning 
man. Clem’s attorneys requested the leave to respond to “new legal and factual arguments” related 
to Nielsen’s “inconsistent characterizations of its theory of fraud” and the measurement giant’s 
“misunderstanding” about the lack of a contractual relationship between it and Clem. “Good cause 
exists to grant this motion,” Clem’s filing states, “to offer reasoned rebuttal” to “three items” in 
Nielsen’s opposition to Clem’s pending motion to dismiss the suit. But Judge James Whittemore of 
U.S. District Court in Tampa denied the request, which sought a leave to prepare a five-page reply 
brief. Clem’s attorneys on Dec. 11 filed a motion to dismiss Nielsen’s amended lawsuit. Nielsen in 
turn filed a response opposing that motion on Jan. 8. The court has yet to rule on whether to toss 
the case. Filed Nov. 27, Nielsen’s amended lawsuit claims the Tampa-based syndicated host’s efforts to distort the ratings 
went well beyond the one panelist Clem publicly admitted to having contact with and extended beyond Florida to at least 
one other state.

It’s Settled—Emmis and ‘Big Boy’ End Suit. Emmis Communications has confirmed that it reached a settlement with 
veteran Los Angeles morning man Kurt “Big Boy” Alexander over a multimillion-dollar lawsuit the company brought against 
its former star personality. Emmis in early February 2015 filed a breach of contract suit against the host claiming its contract 
with the longtime “Power 106” KPWR morning man gave it the right to match a $3.5 million a year offer put on the table 
by iHeartMedia’s competing “Real 92.3” KRRL. Power 106 was Big Boy’s radio home for more than 20 years. While a Los 
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Angeles County Superior Court denied an injunction sought by Emmis to stop Big Boy from jumping ship, it allowed Emmis 
to proceed with the suit. Emmis says terms of its settlement with the personality are confidential. According to TMZ, each 
party will reportedly pay their own legal costs. 

Nielsen: Millennial Voters Seek Radio On the Web. For radio stations targeting the 18-34 Millennial audience—and 
advertisers working to reach them—Nielsen serves up a bevy of new information about their media usage in front of the 
upcoming presidential election. The info came under the headline, “They Vote, They Decide: Finding Young Voters With 
Local and Social Media.” The company says in its Local Watch Report that while the Millennial generation has “more ways 
to watch what they want, when they want and how they want,” the group is 48% more likely to listen to a local radio station 
online than overall adult registered voters. Observing their other media usage, Nielsen posits, “There is no doubt that today’s 
media landscape is changing, and viewers are accessing content on their own terms. For political campaigns and candidates, 
these changes require them to be more strategic in how they connect with voters, especially younger voters, who can be 
reached through a large variety of platforms.” In local markets, traditional media paired with digital and social media can be 
an effective way for political campaigns to connect with young voters at home or 
on-the-go, via live or time-shifted TV and streaming services or mobile devices, 
the report says. Nielsen also points out that more than 51 million adults 18-34 
are registered to vote in their local districts, representing 26% of the registered 
population. Among Millennials, half fall into independent or non-affiliated parties 
while 29% identify as Democrats and 21% as Republicans. Among local markets, 
the greatest saturation of millennial voters is in Los Angeles, Denver, Phoenix 
and Washington (29%), followed by Baltimore (28%), Atlanta, Portland, Charlotte, 
Houston and Sacramento (27%) and New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, 
Seattle and Boston (26%).

Ad Insider: QSRs Served Rising Sales in 2015. According to the final MillerPulse 
report for 2015, the quick-serve segment of the restaurant industry finished the 
year on a high note, with same-store sales up 2.9% in December while the 
industry average was a 2.2% gain. Quick-serve traffic was up 1.5%, the best result 
since January 2015, and Nation’s Restaurant News suggests that discounting 
in quick-serve establishments appears to be luring customers at the expense 
of the average check. Casual dining chains continued to struggle with comps 
down 0.6%....Speaking of restaurants, Chipotle will close all its stores for several hours on February 8, and QSR reports the 
unusual move is to “hold a company-wide discussion on food-safety protocol.” The move is not entirely unprecedented in the 
restaurant industry; Starbucks closed all units for a few hours several years ago to retrain employees….American Blue Ribbon 
Holdings, which acquired the Max & Erma’s chain out of bankruptcy in 2010, has just closed 13 Midwest units, about 19% of 
the current roster. Sales at Max & Erma’s were down 4.4% in 2014-15. Additional numbers are not available as yet….BMW is 
cutting the free maintenance offer with its new vehicles from 4 years/50,000 miles to 3 years/36,000 miles. But the company 
plans to use the savings to offer a new incentive, where dealers who meet several criteria can earn a monthly bonus of 1% 
of sticker price of new vehicles sold....Furniture Today says December sales for furniture and home furnishings were up 0.9% 
over November and up 6% from December, 2014. For the full year, sales for the entire sector were up 5.8% to $103.95 billion.

NFL Playoff Fever Inspires Radio Coverage. The National Football League’s AFC and NFC Championship games Sunday 
will determine who will play in Super Bowl 50, and radio broadcasters are ramping up their coverage and promotional tie-ins 
as much as possible. National rights holder Westwood One will kick off its coverage for affiliates at 2 p.m. with a pregame show 
ahead of the AFC matchup between the Denver Broncos and New England Patriots, which begins at 3:05 p.m. ET. The NFC 
Championship game between the Arizona Cardinals and Carolina Panthers follows at 6:40 p.m. Westwood One’s pregame 
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coverage will include interviews with some of the day’s biggest stars, including Patriots QB Tom Brady and Cardinal’s receiver 
Larry Fitzgerald. In addition to 500 broadcast radio affiliates, Westwood One’s NFL coverage can be heard on TuneIn.com, 
SiriusXM radio with an NFL package, and via NFL.com’s subscription Game Pass. The AFC and NFC title games are also 
a major event for the teams’ local radio partners. In Denver, iHeartMedia classic rocker “103.5 The Fox” KRFX, one of two 
Broncos flagship stations with news/talk sister KOA-AM (850), wants to hear just how much its listeners love their home team. 
With its “Mile High Salute” contest, the station is offering tickets to Sunday’s game in Denver to a fan that submits the best 
10-second audio fan message. Station hosts encouraged fans to be silly, crazy and include music in their Broncos tributes. “If 
you throw some Broncos tickets out there, people will do just about anything to win them, especially a playoff game,” KRFX 
morning show host Rick Lewis said to KDVR.com. Fans can submit entries by calling the station, or through its website. 

Right-Leaning Talkers Bash Trump for Bashing Cruz. With the first round of Republican primaries fast approaching, 
conservative talk radio hosts are rallying around presidential hopeful Sen. Ted Cruz—and voicing their displeasure with 
front-runner Donald Trump. A number of influential conservative radio hosts, including Rush Limbaugh, Steve Deace and 
Mark Levin, are backing Cruz, while also growing weary of Trump’s attacks. After a stretch last summer and fall when Cruz 
and Trump maintained an unofficial truce, Trump has gone on the offensive, questioning whether Cruz’ birth in Canada 
disqualifies him for the presidency and attacking the candidate’s likability, going so far as to call him “a maniac.” Such swipes 
have conservative radio hosts calling foul. Several likened Trump’s bashing to statements made by Republican elites, and 
even Democrats. “Defending the GOP ruling class and lurching left are dumb tactics,” Levin told Politico. Radio’s popular and 
influential conservative voices could play a key role in the showdown between the two. But, as the Daily Beast notes, close 
listeners may sense some flip-flopping from the radio hosts, an action that could negatively impact their ratings. Last summer, 
in fact, Trump himself was a darling of conservative hosts. “They adored the billionaire’s brash style, radio-friendly soundbite-
speak, and delight in making statements,” The Daily Beast said. With conservative hosts now criticizing Trump, Scripps 
news/talk WTMJ, Milwaukee (620) host Charlie Sykes says loyal listeners may experience a “major crisis of confidence” as 
their favorite talkers change their stance on Trump. In an interview with the Daily Beast, Sykes said, “People are going, what 
happened? Who do I believe, who do I trust now? In this medium, trust once broken is very hard to reestablish.” 

ShareBuilder-Efficio Merger All About Yield Solution Strength. Yield management solutions provider ShareBuilders 
yesterday announced a merger with Efficio Solutions, which supplies media sales management, CRM and yield solutions to 
broadcasters. In a press release the companies say the combination will strategically align their operations “to leverage their 
talent and expertise into collaborative solutions to meet the demands of the media sales industry.” ShareBuilders’ local radio 
clients billed about $467 million in 2010, about $3.7 billion for local TV, according to the company. 
Its clientele has grown to 170 radio stations and 250 television stations within 15 years. Founded 
in 1999, Efficio claims 8,000 users in the media sales industry. The companies say there will be no 
initial operational changes, and that both product lines will continue to evolve and improve to meet 
the customer needs. They plan to explore areas of strategic alignment and develop new products 
based on customer feedback and input. Efficio’s client service, sales and development teams, led 
by company cofounder David Einstein, and Matt Longhouse, will remain in place, while ShareBuilders CEO Erin Koller will 
continue to lead the management team and operations there. “ShareBuilders is the recognized yield management leader in 
the media industry and has an extraordinary track record of product excellence, vision, best-in-class service and customer 
loyalty,” said Einstein. “We are looking forward to collaborating and sharing our mutual expertise so our product offerings 
provide the best choices, synergy and services to media companies everywhere.” 

More News, Better Updates—Get the Industry’s Full Story at InsideRadio.com. Rahmani To Handle Radio One National 
Sales... Netflix’ ‘Murderer’ Inspires Podcast Rebuttal… Nielsen Multiplies Its Social Content Data… Read these and other 
stories as they happen at InsideRadio.com, your online destination for breaking news.

— Get more news, people moves and insider extras @ www.insideradio.com. —
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S A L E S

Visalia-Tulare-Hanford, CA – Jose Arredondo’s JA Ventures files an $800,000 
deal to buy the regional Mexican “La Gordita” simulcast of KGEN-FM & AM 
(94.5, 1370) from Rolando Collantes’ Azteca Broadcasting. Following the 
sale’s closing, Azteca will still own stations in the Salt Lake City and Reno, 
NV markets. Broker: Andrew McClure, The Exline Company

Cincinnati – Northern Kentucky University will sell one part of its three-station 
adult alternative simulcast. Catholic Radio Foundation of Greater Cincinnati 
files a $450,000 deal to buy WPFB (910). It already owns “Sacred Heart Radio 
89.5” WHSS and “Sacred Heart Radio 740” WNOP in the market. The University 
will still own WNKN (105.9) and WNKU (89.7) in Cincinnati.

Maine – Maine Public Broadcasting Network files a $130,000 deal to buy 
the Bangor, ME-licensed translator W291CO at 106.1 FM from Jocelynn 
Priestley. Maine Public Broadcasting Network already owns news-talk/classical 
WMEH (90.9) in the Bangor market and the new translator will simulcast the 
HD2 channel that airs American Public Media/Public Radio International’s 
syndicated “Classical 24” network.

Washington – Mapleton Communications spins-off one of its seven stations 
in the Spokane market as it files a $125,000 deal to sell adult standards “The 
Key 1050” KEYF to Tom Read’s Liberty Broadcasting System. Liberty already 
owns religious KSPO (106.5) and adult standards/talk “Fabulous 630” KTRW 
in the market.

Pennsylvania – Kristin Cantrell’s Seven Mountains Media files two deals worth 
a combined $90,000 to buy a pair of translators in the Williamsport, PA market 
from Geos Communications. The first $45,000 deal will give Cantrell the New 
Albany, PA-licensed W288DE at 105.5 FM. And in the second $45,000 deal 
she buys the South Williamsport, PA-licensed W244DB at 97.1 FM. Seven 
Mountains Media owns 15 stations in central Pennsylvania.

Multistate Deal – Midwest Communications buys three translators from 
Edgewater Broadcasting for a combined $82,500. The translators include the 
Freemont, MI-licensed W227BB at 93.3 FM and the Savanna, IL-licensed 
W238AX at 95.5 FM for $30,000 apiece. Midwest will pay an additional $22,500 
for the Moose Lake, MN-licensed K226BF at 93.1 FM.

Pittsburgh – Pittsburgh Public Media strikes a $75,000 deal to buy R&B oldies 
WZUM (1550) from AM Guys. Pittsburgh Public Media plans to simulcast its 
digital webcast “Pittsburgh Jazz Channel” on WZUM which will be relayed on 
an FM translator. The station will become a sister to suburban jazz WYZR 
(88.1), a 1,000-watt Class A signal that Pittsburgh Public Media says is slated 
for a 10,000 watt power increase.

Kansas – Eddie Vega files a pair of deals worth a combined $75,000 to buy 
two translators from First Ventures Capital Partners. In the first deal Vega buys 
the Parsons, KS-licensed translator K219LA at 91.7 FM. In the second deal he 
buys the Seneca, KS-licensed translator K252DT at 98.3 FM. Both deals are 
valued at $37,500. Vega is expected to move the translators to Tulsa where 
he owns Spanish “Radio Victory” KETU (1120).

Iowa – Rob Norton files a $60,000 deal to buy the Cedar Rapids, IA-licensed 
translator K236AA at 95.1 FM from Family Stations. The filing says Norton will 
simulcast CHR “Z-102.9” KZIA. However, since the Class C1 signal has full 
market coverage the translator is likely to relay an HD2 channel.
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translators in the area: W240CV at 95.9 FM and W280ES at 103.9 FM. 
Broker: Bob Heymann, Media Services Group

Kansas City – Catholic Radio Network adds a third AM in the Kansas 
City market as it closes on a deal with Mortenson Broadcasting to pick-up 
KMVG (890) in a cash-free donation. The 960-watt daytimer has been 
silent since September 1 when it pulled the plug on its gospel format. 
Catholic Radio Network also owns KDMR (1190) and KEXS (1090) in 
the metro. Mortenson still owns stations in the Dallas and Huntington, 
WV markets.

Puerto Rico – Spanish Broadcasting System closes on the swap of three 
Puerto Rican FMs to Angel Roman Lopez’s International Broadcasting 
in exchange for three full-power TV stations in the market. SBS also 
agrees to pay International Broadcasting $1.9 million cash as part of the 
transaction. SBS hands off the CHR simulcast of “Fresh 99.9 FM” WIOA, 
San Juan and WIOC, Ponce (105.1) and tropical “La Zeta 93” WZET 
covering Mayaguez and the west side of the island. In exchange it gets 
WTCV-TV, San Juan; WVEO-TV, Aguadilla; and WVOZ-TV, Ponce. All 
three TV stations already air SBS’ “Mega TV” network under a September 
2014 programming agreement between the two companies. After it spins 
the FMs, SBS will still own 10 radio stations in Puerto Rico.

Michigan – Midwestern Broadcasting closes on its donation of WCZW in 
the Traverse City, MI market to Good News Media. No cash is changing 
hands. Good News Media is a religious broadcaster headed by June 
Martin, who co-owns Northern Tower Erection Company along with her 
husband Terry Martin. It also owns religious teaching WLJN-FM &AM 
(89.9, 1400) and Christian CHR “95.9 Fuel FM” WLJW-FM in the Traverse 
City. Midwestern Broadcasting will still own six stations in the market.

Minnesota – Dan Massman’s K&M Broadcasting files a $60,000 deal to buy 
the Silver Bay, MN-licensed W280AA at 103.9 FM from Refuge Media Group. 
K&M Broadcasting currently owns news/talk KDWA (1460) in the Minneapolis-
St. Paul market. But the filing says the signal will be relocated to simulcast 
classic country “Bluff Country” KCUE, Red Wing, MN which is owned by Alan 
Quarnstrom. In a related deal, Quarnstrom files a separate $75,000 dealt to buy 
the Madison, MN-licensed K263AL translator at 100.5 FM from Refuge Media 
Group. It too will simulcast KCUE. Broker: Steve Moravec, Phoenix Media Group

Greenville-Spartanburg, SC – Scott Neisler’s SN Radio files a $50,000 
deal to buy the Greenville-licensed translator W287CH at 104.7 FM from 
Community Public Radio. SN Radio owns one station: talk WGNC (1450) in 
the Charlotte market.

Arizona – Sanford Cohen’s Prescott Valley Broadcasting files a $50,000 deal 
to buy the Aguila, AZ-licensed translator K229CI at 93.7 FM from New Life 
Christian School. Cohen owns several stations in the Flagstaff-Prescott market 
including news/talk KQNA (1130), which already has the 10-watt translator 
K260BL at 99.9 FM covering Prescott.

Colorado – Pilgrim Communications files a $43,500 deal to buy three 
translators for $14,500 apiece from Alan Greager’s Professional Antenna, 
Tower and Translator Service (PATTS). The signals include the Craig, CO-
licensed K255BL at 98.9 FM. The Gunnison, CO-licensed K244AB at 96.7 FM. 
And the Crested Butte, CO-licensed K296AL at 107.1 FM. All three translators 
will relay Pilgrim’s Catholic Radio Network.

C L O S I N G S

Wilkes Barre-Scranton, PA – Ed and Carol Niewinski’s J.M.J. Radio closes 
a $30,000 deal to buy WAZL (1490) from Geos Communications. It now 
simulcasts religious sister WQOR (750). Geos will still own the classic hits 
“Gem 104” simulcast of WGMF (1460) and WZMF (730) in the Wilkes Barre-
Scranton market.

Alabama – WP Broadcasting closes a $30,000 deal to buy gospel WBNM, 
Alexander City, AL (1050) from Alabama Christian Radio. In a separate but 
related deal, WP bought the Alexander City-licensed translator W275DL at 
102.9 FM for $90,000.

Tennessee – Bristol Broadcasting closes a $25,000 deal to buy the 
currently-silent WSEV, Sevierville, TN (930) from Grand Crowne Resorts 
of Pigeon Forge, the owner of a resort complex in the foothills of the Great 
Smoky Mountains. Under the terms of the deal Bristol will air two :30-second 
commercials per hour for two years to promote the resort’s time share business. 
Bristol owns three other stations that get into the area including CHR “Electric 
94.9” WAEZ, “Thunder Country 104.7” WLNQ, and country WNPC (1060, 
92.3). WSEV has been off the air since August.

Texas – Christian Ministries of the Valley closes a deal to buy a construction 
permit for a Class C1 licensed to Bracketville, TX at 90.3 FM. It paid one dollar 
to seller Oasis of Faith. Both groups are headed by Enrique Garza, so the 
deal is in essence a transfer from one group to the other.

North Carolina – Curtis Media Group closes a deal to buy the Boone, NC-
licensed translator W237EG at 95.3 FM. Curtis will simulcast “News Talk 
1200” WXIT, Bowing Rock, NC on the signal. Under the terms of the deal no 
cash will change hands, however seller Positive Alternative Radio will receive 
rent-free tower space from Curtis for two of its remaining Boone-licensed FM 
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

GENERAL SALES MANAGER OPPORTUNITIES - GREENVILLE, NC & AUGUSTA, GA
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is seeking two take-charge, dynamic, motivated radio sales leaders to manage 
our sales teams in Greenville, North Carolina and Augusta, Georgia.  The ideal candidate for each GSM 
position must create a culture of excellence, practice strong communication and presentation skills and 
demonstrate an ability to recruit top-performing sales talent.  The qualified candidate must have a proven 
track record in successfully developing, managing and leading a sales team.   

Qualifications:

• Minimum of four years of successful experience as a media account executive required.
• Minimum of two years of media management experience preferred. 
• Demonstrated history of revenue goal achievement, with consistent growth.
• Proven ability to coach and lead sales management teams across multiple markets to 
 deliver revenue budget. 
• Motivate account executives toward successfully maintaining strong relationships with local 
 and regional accounts and advertising agencies. 
• Build and maintain a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Work directly with key account executives to close business.
• Establish a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Stellar writing and presentations skills.

Send cover letter and resume to:    
Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 

and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

VP/GM
BOISE, IDAHO

We have a rare opening for a 
VP/GM for our 4-station 

Boise radio cluster.  

We also operate a
co-owned TV station, so there 
are lots of opportunities to do 

big things together! 

Looking for a people-oriented, 
culture-building, strategic leader 

who loves to win.
EOE. Referrals or letters of 
interest held in confidence.  

Drop me an e-mail:  
steve.wexler@scripps.com

www.scripps.com

GENERAL MANAGER
WYOMING

Our long-time general manager  
in Cody, Wyoming is retiring.   

 
We’re looking for a sales-oriented  

G.M. with prior senior  
management experience.   

 
Our company owns two clusters 
with a total of nine stations that 

would be your responsibility.   
We also own nine other stations 
in the state with another G.M. 

in place.   
 

Profitable operations currently.  
Equity participation and 

competitive compensation 
package.   

 
To apply, please send letter 
and resume to Larry Patrick, 
Legend Communications at: 

larry@patcomm.com  

SALES MANAGEMENT
Due to recent expansion of our 
company, Forever Media Inc. is 
seeking applicants for several 

positions in sales management 
across our company. If you love 
selling radio and would like teach 

the secrets of your success to 
others, Forever Media would 

like to talk to you about becoming 
part of our team! 

We are a privately owned 
company that is expanding in 
Pennsylvania and surrounding 
areas. Minimum of two years 
sales management or selling 
experience in media sales is 

required. Positions are available in 
our Johnstown, State College and 
Gettysburg/York markets. EOE. 
Send resume, cover letter and 

salary requirements to:  
careers@forevermediainc.com Ads@insideradio.com
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